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i
introduction

Hiwe SQS is a small company founded in
2008 with an oﬃce in Basque Country
(Spain), monitoring the projects
manufactured in Spain for Andritz Hydro.

Since 2008 Hiwe SQS is growing with his
customers and nowadays has one oﬃce
more in Cakovec (CroaHa) and more
customer.
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CORE BUSSINESS
The main business for Hiwe SQS is the supervision and inspection of the projects
manufactured in Spain, Portugal and Croatia, mostly, for the leadeing engineering in
Hydroelectric plants.
Our goal is the strictly control of the quality and the schedules according the requeriments of
our customer.
Hiwe SQS give much importance to a friendly enviroment and emphasizes in the trainning of
his employers, working with the experienced workers of the company and providing the
neccessary courses.
Each of them are specialiced and certified in a specific field to provide all services regarding
the quality to our customers.
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- Supervision of all manufacturing process, such as Boiler, welding,
machining, assembly and painting, taking care about the
schedules and correct manufacturing.

S
services

- Strick control of the qualyty according the drawings, standards
and requeriments of our customer with experienced and
certified inspectors. Hiwe SQS offer NDT inspections,
Dimensional controls with Laser-Tracker, Painting inspection
and Assembling/ Functional inspections
- Prevent deviations that could appear in the manufacturing
proccess or pre-assembly process to avoid any reparation cost
at site.
- Great involvement in all projects, having continous and close
relationship with project managers of the suplliers to support
with technicall questions.
- Welders homologations and elaboration of NDT procedures.
- Controll of quality dossiers.
- Painting/Coating inspection.
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PROJECT SUPERVISION
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P

Main customers of Hiwe SQS are Andritz Hydro and General
electric Wind Power, but also have more clients such as
Petronor, Voith, ABB … is a company who is growing and it
is eager to have more customers.

customers

Hiwe SQS is a company with a great involvement in all projects and have really experienced
and certified employers, able to solve different problems of manufacturing, improve the
proccesses and avoide any deviation before the parts leave the workshop.
We emphasizes in a close relationship with the suplier and our customer to get the best
quality of the components and in time.
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NDT STUDIO - SOFTWARE SOLUTIONS

Part of our team is specialise in computer science. Due to that, we use these
knowledges to make an APP which make part of our job more efficient.
This APP consist in group together all the documents of each work and having an
easy access to them for all members of the company.
Also, we can make all types of reports (NDT, Painting, Status…), allowing us to have
the same prototype.
www.ndt-studio.com
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CONTACT

C
contact

OFFICE SPAIN:

OFFICE CROATIA:

HIWE SQS Spain
Sangroniz 6, Edificio 5L
48150 Sondika (Bizkaia)
España
Telf: +34 94 47 11 760
Mob.: +34 696 59 34 05
email: info@hiwe-sqs.com
www.hiwe-sqs.com.hr
www.ndt-studio.com

HIWE SQS Croatia
Josipa Bana Jelačića 22/C
40000 Čakovec
Croatia
Tel.:+385 98 1988666
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